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New Congress Officers Elected;
Doherty Chosen New President
Lynch, Asciolla, Quinn
Elected Other New
Congress Heads

Philip B. Doherty, Jr., '54, was
elected president of the Student Congress in balloting held last Friday
from 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in Harkins
Hall. He was a m e m b e r of the Unity
Party, all four of whose members attained the positions they sought.
The other successful office-seekers
were: Dennis M. Lynch, '54, Vice
President: Paul J. Asciolla, '55, Secretary; and Paul S. Quinn, '56, Treasurer.
For the first time in Congress history a majority of its officers will
have had previous experience on the
congress; Doherty, Asciolla, and Quinn
have served on this year's Congress.
Doherty, an Economics m a j o r and a
day student f r o m Providence, is a
graduate of La Salle Academy. For
the past year -he has served as Vice
President-Secretary of t h e Congress,
Vice President of the Providence Club,
and ROTC cadet public relations officer. He received 202 votes to 113 for
William E. Harte and 83 for David
J. Kehoe.
Lynch, St. Raphael's Academy, '50,
is a day student f r o m Pawtucket,
majoring in Political Science. He was
chairman of the Junior Class ring
committee and is Vice President of
the Blackstone Valley Club. The Vice
President-elect received 210 votes, as
against 123 for Robert G. Arciero, and
71 for J a m e s B. Gunnoud.
Asciolla has served as Chairman of
the Social Committee of the Student
Congress, is Co-Treasurer of the Pyramid Players, and was Co-Chairman
of this year's Sophomore Hop. He is
a resident of Bristol, w h e r e he graduated from Colt Memorial High School
in 1951.
Treasurer-elect Quinn, Vice Presof the Freshman Class, is a resit of Pawtucket and graduated
St. Raphael's Academy.
Roger J. Aubin, President of the
Congress, announced Monday
the final Congress meeting of the
will be held this Friday at 3:30
p.m. in Room 300.

One Third Of P. C
Graduates Started
As Biology Majors
This year is the 30th anniversary
of the first graduating class of Providence College. In 1923, twenty-five
students received degrees. They were
the survivors of a group of seventyfive who embarked on their scholastic
voyage four years earlier. Since that
September day in 1919 when the doors
of Harkins Hall opened to the first
class of seventy-five students, 9480
undergraduate enrollees have passed
through these portals. Success, after
four years of study, has come to 4116.
A goodly proportion of these have
gone on to further success as doctors,
lawyers, ecclesiastics, merchants or
just better citizens. Next month, 329
are graduating.
During these thirty years, more
than one-third of the total graduates
began as biology majors. What is even
(Continued on Page 7)

Ben Fleck Awarded
Top Prize In Salon
Bill Fleck, Cowl photographer, was
selected as the grand prize winner in
the annual Camera Club Salon, held
this past week in the Harkins Hall
Lounge.
Fleck's prize entry, "Study of a
Billiard Player," received the judges'
acclamation for its unusual lighting
effect. Other first prize winners in the
various categories i n c l u d e d Don
Stubbs, Bill Slattery, and Allan
Keane.
The breakdown of winners in the
various classes is as follows: Class A,
Portraits: first, Don Stubbs; second,
Frank Merlino; third, Bill Fleck.
Class B, Architecture: First, Bill
(Continued on Page 4)

Dick Buckley Given Leonard
Award For Best Debating

By Jack Falvey
Father Slavin presented Barristers' President Dick Buckley with $172.28
yesterday.
This was the presentation of the Leonard Award, a monetary award
given annually to the member ot the
Barristers, College debating society.*
who displays the greatest "eloquence
and proficiency in oratorical debat-

Apostolic Delegate To Be Main Speaker
At 35th Senior Commencement June 2
COMMENCEMENT

SPEAKER

Vatican Representative
Famed Contributor
To Canon Law

Archbishop Amleto Cicognani,
Apostolic Delegate to the United
States, will be the Commencement
speaker at the 35th Senior commencement exercises of Providence College,
Tuesday, June 2, it was announced
today by the Very Rev. Robert J.
Slavin, O.P., S.T.M., Providence College President.
Archbishop Cicognani, in addition
to being personal representative of
Pope Pius XII and the late Pope Pius
XI for the past twenty years, has won
great distinction as a writer and for
his contributions to the science of
Canon Law. His fame as a speaker is
iuch that 215 of his addresses have
been collected and published in a
three volume series, "Addresses and
Sermons".
Born in 1883 at Brislghella, Italy, he
was ordained a priest nearly 48 years
ago and received his Doctor of Theology degree in 1907 at the Athenaeum
of the Pontifical Roman Seminary. He
served many years as Undersecretary
of the Sacred Consistorial Congregation and as Assessor of the Sacred
Congregation of the Oriental Church.
He was elected Titular Archbishop of
Laodicea in March, 1933, and took office as Apostolic Delegate to the
ARCHBISHOP AMLETO CICOGNANI, Apostolic Delegate to the United States on May 22 of that year.
United States.
The function of the Apostolic Delegate is a purely ecclesiastical one. He
is the personal representative of the
Holy Father and is accredited to the
Bishops of the United States, not to
the Government.
During the past twenty years, Archbishop Cicognani has participated in
Paul C. Lareau has been appointed Lareau has been nominated for mem- providing 22 new Dioceses in the U. S.
Editor-in-Chief of the 1954 Veritas, bership in Delta Epsilon Sigma, na- and nine Ecclesiastical provinces and
the College yearbook, it was an- tonal Catholic honor society, and is a has consecrated 43 Bishops in this
nounced yesterday by John Del Guid- member of the Providence Club and country.
ice, retiring editor. Also appointed at Spiked Shoe clubs.
He is a brother of Gaetano Cardinal
this time were John J. Salesses, As- Salesses is Treasurer of the New Cicognani, who is Papal Nuncio to
sociate Editor, and Donald J. Stubbs, England Region of the N.F.C.C.S, was Spain, and who became Cardinal at
Photographic Editor.
the Consistory as of last January.
(Continued on Page 8)
Lareau, a transfer student from St.
Michael's College at the end of his
Freshman year, worked on this year's
Veritas, and was Editor-in-Chief of
La Salle Academy's yearbook, the Ma- |
roon and White. Thus the class of !
1954 will have an experienced editor
for its yearbook.
Apart from many literary activi- Fifteen Cadets To Receive Inspection At Providence
Stadium Is Second
ties both here and at St. Michael's,
Various Awards For

Paul Lareau Elected New
Yearbook Editor-in-Chief

ing."

The award is made possible by a
trust fund established by t h e Rev
John F. Leonard Fr. Leonard devoted
much of his life to enabling students
to better express themselves through
participation in collegiate debating.
The Leonard Award is traditionally
given the outstanding member of the
Barristers.
Besides being active in the Debating Union for four years. Buckley has
also taken part in many other campus
activities during his undergraduate
days h e r e at P.C.
He was Secretary of the Student
Congress last year and has held the
offices of Vice President and Treasurer
in the Pyramid Players
At the beginning of the year Buckley was elected President of the Barristers. and served as Secretary dur(Continued on Page 8)
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Dick Buckley accepts the $172.28 Leonard Award for outstanding debating from the Very Rev. Robert J. Slavin. O.P.. College President.

State And Army Officials
Will Inspect Cadets Today
High Standings

Annual Event

Awards will be presented to fifteen
ROTC cadets today at formal exercises
to be conducted during the Regimental Review at the Providence Municipal Stadium.
In general orders released to the
Cowl, the names of these recipients
and their awards are as follows:
Cadet Harry J. Bohlin. of Providence. will receive the Providence
College Alumni Sabre in "recognition
of exceptional military aptitude, high
moral character, scholastic achievement" and other characteristics of a
future U. S. Army officer. Mr. Frank
J. Barlow. Esq . President of the Providence College Alumni Association,
will make the presentation.
Cadet Edmond R. Nolin. of Saylesville. will receive the wrist watch and
citation awarded by the R. I. Commandery of the Military Order of For(Continued on Page 8)

The Second Annual Regimental Review and Presentation Ceremonies of
the Providence College Army Transportation ROTC unit will be conducted
today, as the entire cadet complement
is inspected by prominent military
and government officials.
The Commanding General of the
First Army District has appointed
Colonel Norman E. Fiske. Major John
F. McNuHy, and Captain Norwood
Richardson as the official inspecting
team. Governor Dennis J. Roberts
will join the inspecting team for the
review in the afternoon. Other members present on the reviewing platform will be the Very Rev. Robert
J. Slavin, O.P., President of the College; Rev. Vincent C. Dore, O.P., Dean
of the College; the Honorable Walter
J. Reynolds, mayor of Providence;
(Continued on Page 7)
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To The Seniors

The long, hard grind is finally over. The
battle of the books has ended—victoriously.
The Class of 1953 will shortly swell the ranks
of Friar alumni to well over six thousand.
This is no mean accomplishment. Undoubtedly there was many a time when you asked
yourself, "Is it worth it?" Others of your age
group had a fat pay check each week to show
for their efforts. Granted you had the priceless gift of knowledge on your side. This,
however, is something whose worth cannot be
immediately reckoned.
It surely required more than average
strength of character to undersand that the
former was only a transitory, apparent good,
and that yours actually the greater by far.
Even a larger measure of manly devotion was
needed to put your knowledge of this into
practice—and to keep at it during your days
here at P. C.
Therefore we, the editors and staff of the
Cowl your paper which has published and recorded your campus activities, are proud to
take this opportunity to congratulate you, on
this the occasion of your Commencement. You
shall reap as you have sown, and now you
shall begin to reap.
A special "well done" goes to two groups:
those who have had to work as well as study,
and those to whom Providence College has
been more than a collection of classrooms,
i.e., you who have taken advantage of the college's extra-curricular offerings—thus paying
back part of your debt to Providence.
Your degree will be more highly held, as
well as actually being worth more.
Ave Atque Vale.

On Debating

The Literary Review

"World And The West" Cited Moulin Rouge " Cited
As Vital Asset To Historians Monetarily Successful

been offering them bread of a sort—
By Martin W. Sandler
Early in 1952, the British Broadcast- gritty black bread. . . but still an ediing System, realizing the tremendous ble substance that contains in it some
problems resulting from the contin- grain of nutrition without which Man
ual conflicts between East and West, cannot live".
asked Mr. Arnold Toynbee to prepare Thus Mr. Toynbee believes that the
a series of lectures dealing with this recent successes of Communism are
dilemma. These lectures, in book form not so much to its positive appeal as
under the title of The World and The to disillusionment with the existing
West, comprise in the opinion of this order. In Mr. Toynbee's view, the
reviewer, the most timely and impor- West is offering the world no nourishtant literature published thus far this ment for the spirit. The six essays
Which make up the World and West
year.
The fascinating sweep of Mr. Toyn- are a distillation of the author's
bee's vision makes him truly a uni- | large-scale treatment of this theme in
versal 'historian. He is regarded as one a future volume of his Study of Hisof the greatest living scholars writ- tory. They discuss the West's relations
ing at the present time. His previous with Russia, Islam, India, and the Far
outstanding work, A Study of History, East.
was regarded by one critic as "of all It is in his treatment of the Russian
the books published so far in this problem, that Toynbee is at his best.
century, the most assured of being He says that more than any other
read a hundred years from now."
"white" people, the Russians were the
The underlying philosophy of The mightiest aggressors in the Middle and
World and the West will be familiar Far East. He says that one cannot
to readers of Mr. Toynbee. He at- speak of Russia and the West in terms
tributes the failure of Western civil- of absolute contrast. For a century
ization and the ensuring world crisis before Lenin, Russia adopted Westto the fact that the world accepted ern Enlightment and ideas of liberty
only a fragment of Western Culture, so extensively that by 1910 Russia was
underway of becoming a willing and
its secular technology.
"Our Western technnology, divorced welcome partner of the West. The refrom our Western Christianity has sult was a glorious flowering of Rusbeen accepted not only in China and sian culture which rapidly withered
Japan but also in Russia and in many away under the blows of Bolshevik
now Western countries where it was Anti-Westernism.
rejected so long that it was offered In these times of confusion and unas part and parcel of a one and in- certainty, such a logical and timely
divisable way of life concluding West- piece of literature is certainly welern Christianity as well."
comed and mudh needed. The World
"The truth is that, in offering and The West should certainly join A
(Asians) a secularized vision of our Study of History in becoming imporWestern civilization we may have tant reading in f u t u r e years.

Elsewhere in this edition is carried a story
on an award to Barrister Richard Buckley. At
exercises earlier this week, Father Slavin presented the Leonard Award to Buckley — a
monetary award of considerable proportions.
For Buckley, this terminates a most distinguished debating career, at least on the
college level. Through this organization, he,
and many others have profited greatly from
the experience gained; experience of great
value in the highly competitive business world. Sharps And Flats
Although the Barristers offer one of the
best opportunities to undergraduates to de- i 6
velop their latent talents, the organization is
nevertheless one of the smallest on campus.
Early next fall, the perennial call to all
debate candidates will again be issued. Again,
an opportunity to join one of the most profitable clubs will be offered to all students. CerBy Jim Wille
tainly, it would be fruitless to appeal to inObiit MDCCCLIII
coming freshmen at this early date, however, "Well it is Earth with me; silence
it is still time to appeal to current underclass- resumes her reign;"
men. Since the best debaters are normally Today, (May 13th, 1953 marks the
found among Junior and Senior ranks, we ask passing
of Sharps and Flats from this
all the members of these classes, especially, world, and
from this paper. It will
to consider joining this worthwhile organiza- remain in memory
only, and w e hope
tion come next fall.
that in the past three years we have
Although debating has its own reward, brought you news and views of the
certainly the Leonard grant should add fur- music and entertainment iworld that
ther interest for all competing members.
have given you an insight to t h e ac-

Sharps And Flats" Leaves
The World And Cowl Forever

An Omission

It has been brought to our attention by
numerous members of the Senior Skit Committee that we neglected to devote any space
in last week's Cowl to the performance rendered by the Skit Committee at Cap and Gown
Day exercises two week ago.
That we failed to acknowledge the presentations by this group is most unfortunate,
especially since we understand that much
preparation went into their work. The results
were the best produced here by such a committee in a long time.
To those who maintain that this oversight
was intentional we render the assurance that
we bear no malice toward any member of the
Senior Class. The omission was unintentional, inadvertant, and most regrettable.

'Til Next Year

With this issue, the Cowl concludes its official publication year of 1952-53.
The Cowl would like to take this opportunity to express its most sincere thanks to
the Administration, faculty, students, and
campus organizations for their aid during the
past two semesters.
Come next fall, the Cowl will enter its sixteenth year of service to the College. We will
be looking forward to again greeting the many
familiar faces of old friends and of welcoming
in the class of 1957.
It is our fondest hope that all of you will
fare most successfully in the coming examinations and that you will profit from the long
summer recess from studies.

The Kaleidoscope

tivities of such a vast field. Usually
at the end of every year we poll the
students to arrive at their choices of
top bands, vocalists, (musicians and
entertainers. This year w e would like
to sum up the doings of Showbusiness
in general.
"I will be patient and proud, and
soberly acquiesce."
In the music .world the greatest happening was the birth of the SauterFinnegan Orchestra. We iheard their
sounds early in the summer down in
New York, and finally the big break
came with their recording of Doodle
Town Fifers. From that tune the
group went on to bigger and better
tunes and is currently leading the
dance band field. Ray Anthony came
to t h e top of the big band heap this
year, and is now the number one band
in the land.
While we are in the band field we
might mention the revival of the
greatest swing aggregation in history.
Benny Goodman after years of studio
work and teaching and studying finally broke out of mothballs with a
majority of his all star 1938 band and
hit the one nighter trail to thrill the
youth of another generation.
In the vocal spotlight stands Joni
James whose Why Don't You Believe
Me brought her deserved fame and
riches. Billy Boyd Saw Mommy Kiss
Santa Claus almost a million times on
the Columbia label. Don Howard
lamented Oh Happy Day till he finally
was forced to m a k e another record,
that just died. The newest voice to

hit the discs is that of youngster Bob
Manning on the Capitol label. His
fresh sound and approach places him
in the rising star category. Two of
Godfrey's Children, Julius LaRosa and
Lu Ann Simms are now singing for
their supper on t h e recording ibandwagon and are on their way to the
top. Yes, the music field opened up
this year to let in some n e w stars and
rid itself of the has beens.
"Give me the keys, I feel for the
common chord again, Sliding by semitones, till I sink to the minor—yes,
And I blunt it into a ninth, and I
stand on alien ground,"
Yes, Sharps and Flats is passing,
but as it leaves, we hope that you
will remember all the nice things that
we have said about those people that
have impressed us, and all the things
we have said about those who left us
high and dry. There was Danny Kaye's
wonderful picture, Hans Christien
Anderson, in which D a n n y gave the
greatest performance of his life. There
was the not-to-hot April in Paris that
starred Doris Day, and now the new
picture that is so much better. On
Moonlight Bay. We saw the birth of
3D, that process that put the action
into the lap of the viewer. Yes, this
was an eventful year, but w h y look
to the past when the f u t u r e is so much
brighter. There are better movies t o
be made, new songs to hear, n e w stars
to admire. The Jones's, the Smith's,
the McCarthy's, the Greenberg's, and
the Lutz's all will be in the spotlight,
and we will see them and admire them
as our parents admired the Columbo's,
the Jolson's, -the Tucker's and the
Ruben's of their generation. Life
moves on and we move with it.
"Surveying awhile the heights I
rolled from into the deep;"
Locally, we saw the rise and fall
of a small combo on the campus, the
Four Deuces. This group composed of
Dick Daronco, Pete Palmeri, Carl Dobler and Bill Crooks played for our
(Continued on Page 4)

By Bradford Griffin
Well, congratulations are the order of the
day, Hollywood has done it again. With a
masterfully planned propaganda campaign the
moguls of the West Coast have
successfully palmed off a mediocre
movie as premium entertainment.
The title of this one is "Moulin
Rouge," and has Jose Ferrer masquerading as the 19th century
French painter, Henri de ToulouseLautrec. Also appearing in the picture are Colette Marchand, Su- Griffin
zanne Flon, and somebody billed as Zsa Zsa
Gabor, who looks a lot better than her name
sounds.
Ferrer Sips Absinthe
Even before this picture had been completed the promotion boys from United Artists
were on the job. Stories- emanating from
Paris, where a good part of the shooting was
done, were informing us of its progress; and
snapshots of a bearded Ferrer sipping absinthe
on the Champs Elysees found their way into
leading magazines and newspapers. Following the release date, records of the film's
theme song began to lull the collective ear of
J. Q. Public. And the end result of this tireless activity can be epitomized in the fact that
"Moulin Rouge" has surpassed even "Gone
With The Wind" in length of run at NewYork's Capitol Theatre.
Masterpieces Accepted
I myself didn't like this film very much.
My reasons are three in number. In the first
place, any resemblance between this Hollywood version of Toulouse-Lautrec's life and
the biography that I read is not only co-incidental, it is sheer luck. The romantically
bohemian atmosphere which clouds the film
representation is a far cry from the extremely
sordid facts of the case. Secondly, the stereotyped Hollywood view of every artist as an
eccentric, misunderstood, and thoroughly unhappy individual, and of art as some sort of
substitute for religion, is ridiculous at face
value. But, according to this movie, the apex
of old Hank's earthly sojourn occurs when,
lying on his death-bed, he is informed by telegram that his paintings have been accepted by
the Louvre. Just before this, of course he
had received Extreme Unction, but the priest
was bundled right off the premises pronto,
to make room for the big moment. Jose didn't
appear too interested in having his soul saved
anyway, although that telegram engendered a
spark of joy in his eyes. We are thus solemnly informed that art, not love of God and hope
in His mercy, makes life worth living. If the
movie people are really convinced of this attitude, they might prove their sincerity by producing a little of that art once in a while.
Much Cognac Imbibed
Thirdly, the directing and editing of the
picture were very poor, considering that John
Huston was in command. The pace was so
slow that only a great screenplay could have
livened up things, and this screenplay, unfortunately, was not even good. Consequently,
the only effect produced was one of monotony,
with Ferrer dragging himself around from
bistro to bistro and punctuating these dreary
pilgrimages with shot after endless shot of
cognac. I imagine he needed them, too. In
fact, I guess we all did.
M
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Asciolla, Abbott Excellent,
Claims Musical Review Critic

The house lights went out in Harkins Hall auditorium at 8:30 sharp,
the curtain parted, and the P y r a m i d
Players' production of "Moonglow"
got underway. Authored by Charles
Gnys and J o h n B o w a b with music by
Frank Barone. the two-act comedy
relates a tale of bayou folks whose
homesteads a r e in danger of being
lost. The story moves through various
crises involving romantic complications, shows t h e fickleness of women
and the backwardness of hill people
It ends on a happy note, however. The
bayou people do not h a v e to move
and the w o m e n end u p with their
men.
T h e music is pleasant and some
numbers such as "High Society" and
•Love is Calling." are outstanding.
However, in a few cases, the lyrics
and the music did not seem to go together well. This tended to slow the
action down. Dialogue was spoken in
a heavy d r a w l which was quite appropriate for the locale in which the
action takes place.
P a u l Asciolla, in the role of Josh
La Goone. t u r n s in an excellent perr m a n c e as does Marlene Abbott as
Maw La Goone. A n t h o n y Ross as Jim,
plays his role with the nonchalance
that is required. Claire G u a r i n o and
Muriel D a v e n p o r t do a fine job with
the feminine leads of J a s m i n e and
T h e settings, although simple, were
well done and contributed m u c h to
the play. Lighting and m a k e - u p were
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Barristers Defeat
Brown; Fairfield U.
Gains Slight Edge

also very good as were the costumes.
The Pyramid Players and the other
members of the cast have done a com- The defeat of Brown University and
mendable job and are to be congrat- a loss to Fairfield University marked
ulated for a fine production
the close of the Barristers debating
season last week.
On Thursday evening, Dick Buckley
led the Barristers to a unanimous decision over their Brown colleagues,
V. Lee Norwood, II, and Ralph Perotta. Eugene Voll was Buckley's partner on the P. C. team.
The St. Thomas More Pre-Legal
Club of Providence College had as its "Resolved: That the Congress of
guest speaker Attorney E d w a r d F. the United States should enact a comGollogly, P C., Dec. '42. legal assistant pulsory Fair Employment Practices
to J u d g e Robert E. Quinn. Chief Jus- L a w " was the subject of the debate.
I tice of U. S. Court of Military Appeals Providence College upheld the negat the club's dinner meeting at Oates' ative side of the national topic
Tavern, Tuesday, May 5th
against both Brown and Fairfield.
Bill Tracy, '53, secretary, served as T h e highlight of Thursday's debate
toastmaster and introduced the speak- in the Faunce House was Buckley's
er. Almost the entire membership of dramatic reply to Norwood's allegathe club was present to hear Attor- tion that "the Negroes were making
ney Gallogly's r e m a r k s
almost no progress" by reading parts
H e traced the evolvement of the mil- of an article on Negro progress from
itary procedure in the armed forces Thursday's Time magazine—to NorTime-Life representative on the
ill the last fifty years and its resul- wood
Brown campus.
tant Code of Legal Justice, which was
Buckley and Richard L. Fog-arty
passed by Congress in 1947. This is represented
P. C.; Clement Napels and
the present source of all military de- John Luckhart debated for Fairfield.
cisions in force today.
A r a m C. Arabian. Public Defender
Attorney Gallogly also stated that for the State of Rhode Island, judged
in former years the court martial was the debate. In announcing his decision.
Arabian stated that "actually, this
used more as a supreme method of Mr.
debate was as close as possible, but
sustaining discipline than the attain- as Providence left two openings in
(Continued on Page 7)
rebuttal, I award it to Fairfield."

E. F. Gallogly Talks
On Military Ways
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Jim Marshall Accorded Title
Of Cowl "Senior Of Year "
The Cowl Editorial Board announces ,
that Mr. James J. Marshall has been
designated "Cowl Senior of the Year" |
for the 1953 season. Runners up to the
winner are William J. Conway and i
Robert L. Deasey.
This citation, awarded annually to
a member of t he graduating class who
"has contributed in a definite and positive way to the betterment of the
College and the entire Student Body,"
will be presented to Mr. Marshall at
exercises later this week.
The Board, basing its findings on
participation in extra-curricular activities, along with their relative stature, selected Marshall for his activity
in several of the more important campus organizations. Marshall was a
representative to the Student Congress
for two years; he served as Student
Representative to the Athletic Council;
he has taken an active part in the Pyramid Players, dramatic organization;
he is a member of the Fall River and
Carolan Clubs, and in addition serving
on the Cowl for three years, heading
the publication as co-editor for two
semesters.
As a m e m b e r of the Congress, Marshall introduced several bills, including one for more frequent meetings,
another for abolishing of free bids for
dance committeemen, and another, regarding powers of class officers. It
was also upon his recommendation
that a proposal for shelves in the
cafeteria be submitted to the Administration. As co-editor of the Cowl,
b r a
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AWARD WINNER MARSHALL
Marshall devoted many hours to the
preparation of the weekly editions.
Runners-up, Conway and Deasey
were also selected on the basis o>
their devotion to the furthering of
extra-curricular and co-curricular activities on campus. Conway is President of the Pyramid Players, and i\\
addition to holding various positions
in several clubs, he has served a,Junior Class President, Cowl Business
Manager, and also as Chairman of the
Ring Committee.
Deasey, President o! Theta Chapter,
Delta Epsilon Sigma, has also been
active in numerous campus organizations. A member of the Biackstone
Valley Club, Pyramid Player.-; Friars
Club, Class Gift Committee and a
member of the Dean's honor list for
four years, is a resident of Pawtuckel
Others considered for the Cowl
award included: Roger J. Aubin, Rich
ard F. Buckley, John DelGuidice, Robert E. Finneran, Alfred A Lamy
John Martiska, Bernard Masterson,
and David Nani.

Docton Holst Lectures

Nothing-no. nothing-beats better taste

On Science Statistics

andLUCKIES
TASTE B E T T E R !

On Wednesday, May 6th, the Phi
Chi Club held their annual banquet
at Oates Tavern, where its 35 members with professors from the chemistry, physics, and mathematics departments heard Dr. Karl Hoist address
the group on "Statistical Methods in
the Sciences."
Dr. Hoist, a garduate of Trinity
College and New York University, and
at present director of research at
Rumford Chemical Company Laboratories and chairman of the R. I. section of the American Chemical Society, defined statistics as the study
of chance variations derived from the
accumulation of data, which may be
applied to the solutions 01 numerous
problems met wi.h in the sciences and
industry.
Dr. Hoist said that statistics is widely employed in agriculture and biology because of the variable condition
(Continued on Page 7)

Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother!
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.
Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./MP.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette...
for better taste-for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike . . .

Be Happy-GO LUCKY!

Attention Dorm Students

SMITH HILL
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

Ma 4 ° °

17 C A M D E N

AVENUE

Junction Smith * Chalkitonc
C O L L E G E STUDENTS PREFER LUCKIES
IN N A T I O N - W I D E S U R V E Y !

Nation-wide survey based on actual student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more
smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette
bv a wide margin. No. 1 reason-Luckies' better
taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike gamed
far more smokers in these colleges than the nation's two other principal brands combined.
OA.T.C&

PRODUCT OP

J & v ^ * J X u ^ f S n y U ^ Y AMERICA'S LEAD.NG MANUFACTURE* OP CIGARETTE*

I WALSH'S
SHOW BAR
35s

681 VALLEY ST.
" A PLACE TO KILL
THOSE EXTRA

HOURS"

BUDWEISER ON TAP

New Rodgers And Hammerstein
Musical Lauded By Reviewer
Rodgers and Hammerstein have
done it again. We have all come to
expect a top musical the moment the
two masters put their heads together
and they haven't disappointed us. Digressing from t h e romantic past of
"South Pacific" and the exotic faraway lands of the "King and I," t h e
story deals with a subject H a m m e r stein knows all about, show people.
The scene is a Broadway playhouse
where the smash hit, "Me and Juliet"
is in its ninth month. The plot concerns the actors, stagehands, managers,
directors, candy boys, and even the
audience, their trials, tribulation, and
problems, both comic and serious that
are an integral part of such a show.
The leads are played by Bill Hayes,
an assistant stage manager (all you
T. V.'ers will r e m e m b e r him from the
"Show of Shows") who falls in love
and gets married to Isabel Bigley, a
chorus girl. Before the curtain goes
down, Hayes is nearly killed by a
crazy-headed, pugilist electrician,
Mark Dawson; t h e stage manager,
Ray WaLston, breaks his cardinal rule
of n e v e r fooling around with anyone
in his show, namely a temputous, luscious vampire, Joan McCracken; and
the all-knowing audience see themselves satirized in an excellent comic
scene and song.

Cumberland Site Of
Senior Outing May 25

Hammerstein uses t h e clever device
of a musical within a musical (Shakespeare stole the idea f r o m them when
he wrote "Hamlet") to tie the whole
story up.
To say that "Me and Juliet" is perfection is absurd, but I don't know
what theater some of the Boston critics w e r e in a week ago w h e n they
panned it. P e r usual, the New York
critics will reverse the decision.
The first act (called rather slow and
spotty by several of the proper Bostonians) is the finest musical act
I have ever seen. If anything needs
tightening it is the latter part of the
second act. The music is typically
Rodgers; however, in places H a m m e r stein's lyrics lose a little of their accustomed verve.
The choreography by Robert Alton
is excellent. The first n u m b e r done, a
unique invigorating opus by the stageh a n d s is especially pleasing. While
most dances follow a set pattern, this
spontaneous modern bit is a new novelty. George Abbott does an extremely competent job as director. The costumes and scenery are done more intently then have ever been undertaken in any of their previous productions.
"Me and Juliet" adds up to another
smash hit on Broadway.
J. J. M.

Salon .
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- EXAM SCHEDULE MONDAY. MAY 18

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Room 210
Theology 401—Fr. Casey
Theology 401—Fr. J. T. Sullivan Auditorium Harkins
10:30 - 12:30
Theology 401—Fr. Doyle
Auditorium Harkins
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Education 403—Fr. Quinn
Room 208
Latin 316—Fr. Schnell
Room
Business 402—Mr. Cote
"
Physics 308—Fr. Halton
A-328
3:30 - 5:30
Philosophy 312 (SENIORS ONLY)
Fr. Lehner
Auditorium Harkins
2 1 0

B

5

TUESDAY MAY 19

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Military Science 402
Biology 406—Fr. McGonagle
Philosophy 409—Fr. K e n n y
10:30 - 12:30
Business 314—Fr. Masterson
Chemistry 403—Mr. Fineman
Physics 402—Mr. Gora
Political Science 403—Fr. Skehan
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Military Science 202 S
French 204—Mr. Drans
Art 302—Fr. H u n t
3:30- 5:30
English 454—Fr. Larnen
Mathematics 405—Fr. McKenney
Business 324—Mr. VanTassel
History 102—Fr. Hinnebusch

WEDNESDAY, MAY 20

A-12
Auditorium Harkins
Room 208
B-5
A-20
A-328
Auditorium Harkins
Auditorium Harkins
Room 314
A-100
Room 314
Room 215
B-5
Auditorium Harkins

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Business 404—Mr. FitzGerald
B-2
Biology 408—Fr. Serror
Auditorium H a r k i n s
History 322—Fr. Forster
Room 210
10:30 - 12:30
Business 422—Mr. Breen
B-5
Business 412—Fr. Masterson
B-5
Education 418—Fr. Morrison
Room 208
Philosophy 405—Fr. Conway
Room 309
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Political Science 302—Fr. B e r g k a m p
Auditorium Harkins
Spanish 302—Fr. Jurgelaitis
Room 210
3:30 - 5:30
Economics 410—Mr. Brott
Room 215
Education 420—Fr. Quinn
Room 210
Political Science 402—Fr. Mahoney
Auditorium H a r k i n s

Slattery; second, Don Stubbs; third,
Allan Keane.
Final preparations have been made Class C, Scenery: First, Allan Keane;
for the Senior Class Outing to be held second, Bill Slattery; third Allan
at Cumberland on Monday, May 25th. Keane.
The motor brigade will leave Harkins
Class D, Miscellaneous: First, Allan
Hall at 11:00.
Tickets have to be in by Wednesday, Keane; second, Allan Keane; third,
May 20th. Science majors may pur- Bill Fleck.
chase tickets from Dave Nani or Ray The awards will be presented at a
Riley. Arts m a j o r s from Ben Farrell, banquet tonight, at tne Tophill ResJack Goode or Bernie Masterson; Bus- taurant.
iness m a j o r s from Bill Slattery or The winning entries will be on dis- THURSDAY, MAY 21
Roger La France; Dorm students from play in the windows of Sterling Photo 8:00 - 10.00 a.m.
Herb Waters.
Room 208
for t h e next f e w weeks. Judges for English 05—Fr. J. T. McGregor
Auditorium Harkins
All members of the faculty are cor- the salon were: Rev. William R. Clark, History 104—Mr. Mullen
Room 210
dially invited to attend the outing and O.P., Rev. Edward L. Hunt, O.P., and History 104—FT. D. F. Reilly
A-18
clambake.
Mr. F r a n k Marson, of Sterling Camera, Physics 102—Fr. G. C. McGregor
10:30 - 12:30
Providence.
Chemistry 402—Mr. Stokes
A-20
Economics 304—Fr. McLaughlin
B-5
English 323—Fr. Donovan
Room 217
(Continued from Page 2)
History 314—Fr. B e r g k a m p
Room 215
dances and our jam sessions.
(Continued f r o m Page 3)
History 405—Fr. D. F. Reilly
Room 221
"Which, h a r k I have dared and done, m e n t of a full measure of justice for Latin 312—Fr. P r o u t
Room 214
for my resting place is found."
•both the defendant and the service.
Political Science 308—Fr. Skehan
Room 216
As we bid farewell to Sharps and He stated that the U. S. Court of
Spanish 306—Fr. Martin
Room 219
Flats, w e thank the many friends w h o Military Appeals is the highest legal 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
have indicated their enjoyment in the
Military Science 102—(In alphabetical order as follows)
column, and apologize to those whom tribunal in Military justice in the U. Abruzzese to Carr
A-12
S.,
and
he
also
described
the
cases
as
we have not pleased. It is the privilege
Carrier to McGuire
A-100
they
are
channeled
from
the
Court
of all to criticize, and w e accepted
McHugh to Ziurys
Auditorium Harkins
your remarks with t h e ihope that w e Martial and the Services Board of Philosophy 302—Fr. J u r a s k o
Room 217
could improve. It has been our Review. Early conflicts between the Philosophy 408—Fr. K e n n y
Room 215
pleasure to provide you with this bit provisions of the Code and t h e dis- 3:30 - 5:30
of information concerning the enter404—Fr. Quirk
Auditorium H a r k i n s
tainment field, and now w e say Auf cipline rules of the separate services Economics
Room 600
was mentioned by Mr. Gallogly. He Drawing 102—Fr. Hunt
Wiedersen to all.
Latin
102—Fr.
Rover
Room
208
"The C Major of this life: so, now also answered questions regarding the Latin 108—Fr. Rover
Room 208
Military Appeals Court.
I will try to sleep."
Latin 318—Fr. Rover
Room 208
Latin-Special—Fr. Rover
Room 208
Latin 102—Fr. Schnell
Room 210
Latin 202—Fr. Schnell
Room 210
Latin 316—Fr. Schnell
R m 210
FRIDAY, MAY 22
We can again offer students pleasant, congenial, remunerative outdoor work in our sales department. If accepted, we will train and
8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
guarantee you $55.00 weekly while learning. After the training
Sociology 404—Fr. Fitzgerald
Room 215
period, w e feel confident you can equal the average earning of $80.00
History 308—Fr. Forster
Room 217
to $125.00 weekly established by other college employees.
Mathematics 301—Fr. McKenney
Room 214
A personal interview will be arranged at your convenience.
Political Science 1020—Fr. Mahoney
Room 210
WRITE
— or —
Economics 413—Mr. Martin
Room 208
Catholic Home Messenger
phone. M r
D e L
English 312—Fr. R. D. Reilly
Room 219
111 Empire Street—Room 305
10:30 - 12:30
P r o v i d e n c e , R . I.
Greenwich 1 - 0 9 2 2 R 2
French 404—Mr. Drans
Room 215
Mathematics 306—Fr. Gallagher
Room 214
Sociology 304—Fr. J a m e s
Room 217
English 416—Fr. McCarthy
R
219
History 404—Fr. McKenna
Room 208
Education 302—Fr. Quinn
Room 210
'ft
Business 309—Mr. Van Tassel
.j
til*
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
xxx
Philosophy 322—Fr. Lerner
Room 208
Military Science 202—(In alphabetical order as follows)
Adams to McDonald
Auditorium Harkins
904 SMITH STREET AT RIVER AVE,
McGee to Zajac
A-100
YOUR C A M P U S BARBER SAYS,
3:30 - 5:30
Business 411—Mr. Breen
^-5
" I T PAYS TO LOOK W E L L
Economics 306—Mr. Brott
R m 208
Spanish
102—Fr.
Martin
215
CLOSED M O N D A Y S
HOURS 8 A. M . - 6 P. M .
English 212 Fr. McCarthy
Auditorium Harkins

Sharps . . .

Gallogly . . .

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

0 0

0 0 m

U

B

BARBER SHOP

0 0

R

o

o

m

SATURDAY, MAY 23

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Education 202—Fr. Danilowicz
Economics 202—Mr. Brott
Chemistry 302—Mr. Hanley
Greek 102—Fr. Heasley
Economics 202—Mr. Martin
Business 315—Fr. Skehan

MONDAY, MAY 25

10:30 - 12:30
Sociology 202—Fr. Clark
Sociology 202—Fr. Fitzgerald
Sociology 202—Fr. J a m e s
Business 312—Mr. Van Tassel
8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
English 102—Mr. Flanagan
English 102—Fr. Larnen
English 102—Fr. Molloy
English 102—Fr Skelly
English 102—Mr. Thomson
10:30 - 12:30

Auditorium Harkins
Room 215
A-100
Room 217
Room 208
Room 210
Room 208
Auditorium Harkin.-,
A-100
B-5
A-100
Room 210
Room 215
Auditorium Harkins
Room 208

Philosophy 312—Fr. O'Regan
A-100
Philosophy 312 (JUNIORS ONLY
Fr. L e h n e r
Auditorium Harkins
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
.1
French 102—Fr. Cannon
Room 216
French 104—Fr. Cannon
Room 216
French 102—Fr. McDermott
Room 216
French 104—Fr. Ross
Room 208
French 202—Mr. Drans
Room 311
G e r m a n 102—Fr. Schneider
A-100
G e r m a n 102—Fr, Schmirt
Room 217
G e r m a n 202—Fr. Schmidt
Room 217
G e r m a n 104—Fr. Brackett
Room 215
Italian 102—Mr. Scotti
Room 219
Italian 104—Mr. Scotti
Room 219
Italian 302—Mr. Scotti
Room 219
Spanish 102—Fr. Jurgelaitis
Room 210
Spanish 202—Fr. Jurgelaitis
Room 210
Spanish 102—Fr. Rubba
A-12
Spanish 104—Fr. Rubba
A-12
Spanish 102—Fr. Scola
Auditorium Harkins
Spanish 104—Fr. Scola
Auditorium Harkins
Spanish 104—Fr. Martin
Room 214

TUESDAY, MAY 26

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Education 303—Fr. Morrison
Room 210
Philosophy 205—Fr. Conway
A-100
Philosophy 205—Fr. Georges
Room 215
Philosophy 205—Fr. J u r a s k o . . '.
Room 217
Philosophy 205—Fr. K e n n y
Room 208
Fr. R. P. Sullivan
Auditorium Harkins
10:30 - 12:30
English 212—Fr. R. D. Reilly
Auditorium Harkins
English 212—Mr. Thomson
Room 215
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Biology 102—Fr. McGonagle
A-100
Biology 102—Fr. Kelly
Room 215
Mathematics 106—Mr. Flynn . . . Auditorium Harkins
Mathematics 102—Fr. H u n t
Room 208
Mathematics 104—Fr. Gallagher
Room 210
Mathematics 202—Fr. McKenney
Room 214

WEDNESDAY, MAY 27

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Business 10—Mr. Cote
B-5
Business 102—
B-1
Chemistry 102—Mr. Galkowski
A-12
History 104—Fr. Forster
Room 208
Physics 102—Fr. M u r t a u g h
A-18
10:30 - 12:30
Theology 302—Fr. A h e r n
Auditorium Harkins
Theology 302—Fr. Conway
Room 221
Theology 302—Fr. McCormack
Room 210
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Biology 104—Fr. Reichart
A-100
Business 202—Fr. Masterson
B-4
Business 204—Mr. Cote
B-5
G r e e k 104—Fr.Heasley
Room 215
Greek 105—Fr. Heasley
Room 215
Physics 104—Fr. G. C. McGregor
A-18

THURSDAY, MAY 28

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Theology 102—Fr. McHenry
Room 210
Theology 102—Fr. Mahler
A-100
Theology 102—Fr. O'Connell
Auditorium Harkins
Philosophy 101—Fr. J u r a s k o
Room 215
10:30 - 12:30
Education 303—Fr. Danilowicz
Room 210
Chemistry 306—Mr. Fineman
A-20
Biology 202—Mr. Fish
A-12
Physics 302—Mr. Gora
A-18
Physics 202—Mr. Gora
A-18
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
English 202—Fr. Dillon
Room 208
English 202—Fr. Molloy
Auditorium Harkins
English 202—Fr. J. T. McGregor
B-5
Chemistry 202—Fr. Hackett
A-100
Chemistry 204— Fr. Hackett
A-100

FRIDAY, MAY 29

8:00 - 10:00 a.m.
Theology 202—Fr. Fallon
Room 208
Theology 202—Fr. Imwalle
Auditorium Harkins
Theodore 202—Fr. McBrien
A-100
10:30 - 12:30
Chemistry 104—Mr. Galkowski
A-18
English 212—Fr. Donovan
Auditorium Harkins
Mathematics 102—Mr. Flynn
A-18
NOTE: 1. Examinations start promptly at 8:00 a.m.,
10.30 a.m., 1:00 p.m. and 3.30 p.m.
2. In case of a conflict, consult professors immediately.
3. In case of serious illness. Father Prout should
be notified.

Top Left—One of the highlights of the past academic year took place when Providence College became the site of the Winter Regional meeting, N.F.C.C.S. P. C. delegates pictured are
John Salesses, Henry Nesbitt, and Ted Spargo. Top Center—One of the important improvements made on the P. C. campus in 1953 was the renovation of the student loungr in Harkins
Hall. Top Right—One of the highlights of the basketball season was the thrilling play of "Hank" McQueeney shown here teaming up with "Sag" Prendegast to grab a rebound. Left
Center—Winner of the COWL'S Most Valuable Player Award was Bob Moran. The Brooklyn court wizard, shown here in action against Brown, broke his own school scoring record in
'53. Left Center—One of the high points on the sport's scene was the brilliant and inspired play of the Friars hockey team. The Rondeaumen gave promise of real future greatness
Lower Center—More basketball action as Jack Reynolds battles for elusive rebound. Lowsr Right—Dorm students were pleased to welcome their new Dean of men in 1953, Reverend
Edward Casey, O.P.
into a political arena with blaring
sound cars, handbills, posters and
| electioneering.
Connected with a gym was the next
By John Martiska
Outside the confines of the Prov- visitor to the college, Heavyweight
i lence College campus, the publica- Champion of the World. "Rocky
1 on year which comes to a close with ; Marciano. A large gathering heard
l lis issue of the Cowl was a moment- him speak and saw him presented
< is one. The Korean War still raged; with a college sweater.
] isenhower was elected President; Father Brendan Larnen's play. "The
talin died; and some U.N. prisoners Angelic Doctor" opened in New York
i nally breathed the air of freedom. in January and closed this past week
I ere, at the juncture of River and ; after appearing before 18,000 people.
1 ;iton Street, we all returned in | February found P. C. playing host to
5 ;ptember. The year had its usual I its first NFCCS convention. The stus art—Mass of the Holy Ghost, assem- dents attending the Winter Council
t ies, picture poses, book lines, and meeting represented some twenty
> -ray photographs. Campus life was | New England colleges. The three-day
affair featured conferences, spiritual
u iderway once again.
In October, the campus was hon- I exercises and the crowning of Miss
v e d by the visit of Rev. Leopold Frances Wells as "Miss New England
Bruckberger. O.P., famed Dominican I Region."
iest who fought in the French Re- ! In March, Bishop G. van Velsen
stence Army during World War II visited the college. Harry Coates, venOctober also saw the campus turned erable track coach was awarded a

N E W S EVENTS

1

DRESS CLOTHES RENTING
Tuxedos-"Tails -Summer Formais
P.S. It Costs No More To H a v e T h e Best

READ & WHITE

PROVIDENCE
171 W E S T M I N S T E R ST.
J A 1-5233
J. Austin Quirk, '29

PAWTUCKET
1 NO. U N I O N ST.
P A . 3-7524

"Andy" Resnisky, '53

THE COUNTRY HOUSE

Why don't you dine in the old time way in an atmosphere not
found today, with fine food served in a style its own, with antique
fittings to give it tone. Fresh shrimp and lobster, roast beef, steaks,
and smorgasbord, this fine house makes. This country house out
Cranston way.
T H E BEST OF ALL OF THEM." SO FOLKS SAY

THE COUNTRY HOUSE

1604 P O N T I A C A V E N U E

C R A N S T O N , R. I.

FOR RESERVATIONS PHONE WI 1-9320

H O U R S 12.9 p. M.

CLOSED

TUESDAYS

citation from the Coaches' Association for distinguished service. The
day students' lounge in Harkins Hall
was completely renovated and newly
redecorated. Another distinguished
guest. Charles DeKonick, famed philosopher from Laval delivered an address before a capacity crowd in Albertus Magnus Hall.
A group of business students
journey to Bermuda for a five-day
tour during the Easter recess. April
24 is a day the juniors will long remember. Their prom featured music
by Billy Butterfield and his orchestra. Mrs. Robert Secor was crowned
Queen.

POLITICS

-

By Jim Marshall
The record of this year's Student
Congress might have been worse. In
spite of the apathy of some of their
members and ominous thought that
they might lose some of highly guarded popularity the Congress did make
some solid accomplishments. Topping
the list was a bill describing the proceedure to be used in dealing with
the ring companies. In addition to
this, the Congress also passed a law
regarding the uniform construction of
the ring in future years.
Secondly, the Congress sponsored a
blood drive, collecting 254 pints of
blood. And thirdly, the Congress aided the renovation of the Student
Lounge. (Little credit can be given
here, however, because the idea and
preliminary work was done by the
Sophomore class officers.) It might be
added that a bill regarding attendance
of Congress members at meetings was
passed. It was such a watered-down
version of the original, containing no
real disciplinary power, that it was
hardly worth the effort exerted by its
sponsor. William Broderick.
I believe the worst blot on the Congress's record was its inertia in dealing with its delinquent members. Before a body can begin to govern others
they must first be able to govern

themselves, something the Congress
has not learned to do, and this lack
of regulatory power was most clearly shown in the way they didn't handle their own members.
Other of the high spots of the year
were the proposed resignation of Paul
Asciolla,, which was not accepted by
the Congress (a surprisingly shrewd
move), the discussion between members of the junior class (Richard
H o m e and James Dillon and the
Congress about the rings.
Naturally, several individuals stood
out in this year's Congress. Outstanding was the work done by William
Conway. Although only a passive
member of the Congress, he did much
more work than anyone.
Richard
Fontaine, chairman of the legislative
committee, had the only active committee in the Congress. Fontaine did
much work in re-writing bills to
please all parties. He was aided greatly in his task by William Broderick,
who probably set some kind of a
record with his 13 attendance proposals.
Harold Higgins single handedly ran
the blood drive. He did not deserve
the poor treatment that he received
at the hands of his classmates in last
week's election.

SPORTS

-

By Phil Griffin
September seems a long way back,
but perhaps we can recollect rather
hazily the highlights of the past year
on the Providence College Sports
Scene. Of cour-e, some things stand
out like a left-handed shortstop; the
visit of the King of the Heavyweights.
Rocky Marciano, the Magnificent

Massacre of Rhode Island U. at the
Auditorium; the return of Birdie Tebbetts to the old Alma Mater. But, you
might have forgotten a few events, so
we'll try to refresh your memory
Chris Lohner was the first Friar to
hit the headlines with the stirring performance at West Point. Chris finished
fourth in a real hill and dale jaunt
against the top flight Kaydets . . . Excavation began for the new gym behind Donnelly Hall . . Chris again
lead his mates as they plowed through
'.he falling leaves in a losing cause
against Rhody . . .
Marciano took the local fort by
storm, receiving a vast range of plaudits for his quiet sincere bearing. He
captivated an SRO crowd in Harkins
. . . The harriers broke into the win
column with a big win over Holy
Cross . . . Bob Tiernan was elected
captain of the Indoor and Outdoor
track squads . . . Birdie Tebbetts and
Terry Reardon closed out the excellent, though generally ill-attended,
series of sports forums . . . Vin Cuddy
called out his basketball squad .
Brown whipped P. C. for the city intramural football crown . . .
Then Bobby Moran was called the
most Underrated Basketball Player in
New England as he assaulted his own
seasonal scoring record while the team
floundered . . .
The pucksters continued to roll
with a win over Springfield, but
Jimmy Hanrahan's Fairfield Stags
contingent plunged the campus into
gloom when they not only belted the
locals to sweep the two game series,
but carried away a fistful of records
while doing so . . . That evening, February 18. 1953, stands as the low point
of Friar basketball fortunes for the
past season . . . And not long previously they had immortalized themselves by belting the Rams. 92-66.

ANDY'S TONSORIAL PARLOR
IT PLEASES US TO PLEASE YOC

WE

S PH
E CAI AI LR
IZE
C R E W CUTS

CINU T T I N G

A

SPECIALTY
1214 S M I T H STREET
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Friars, Riding Crest Of Hot
Streak, Face Bruins Friday
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By Bill Reardon
PHIL GRIFFIN
The F r i a r s put their five game win
streak on the line today w h e n they
R u m o r had Fred O'Neil starting last Monday's game against Brown, but
the crystal ball must have been a little cloudy because Carl Buniva went to
face the Clark University nine at
the post instead. It was, for a change, a lovely day on good old Hendricken.
Hendricken Field. On Friday the
The spectators sat basking in the unfamiliar sunlight, watching the play
Friars take to the bus again, this time
unfold beneath them. Buniva's appearance caused some
for the short hop over to B r o w n Uniraising of eyebrows. Carl had toiled a full nine just last
versity w h e r e t h e y again face the
Friday against G o r h a m State, while O'Neil had gone less
Brown Bear. This will be the second
than half the route Thursday up at Bates and thus was
encounter this week between the two
comparatively rested. But the junior left-hander with the
clubs, and the Brunonians will be out
Spehn-like mption was the man of the hour, or rather,
to avenge the two to one set back
the two-and-ope-half hours.
handed them on Monday. More about
that later. Saturday sees the Friars at
When the shooting was over, and the tallies in, Buniva
Fitton Field in Worcester to tangle
Griffin
had allowed but three hits and had struck out seven. The
with the C r u s a d e r s f r o m Holy Cross.
Bruin's
first
and
last
offensive effort came in the sixth inning w h e n they
Coach Jack Barry will probably start
bunched two-thirds of their hit total for their lone run. An occasional
his right handed ace, Ronny Perry,
wild streak gave the Tenafly (N. J.) Terror a few bad moments, but he
against bespectacled Bill Mullins.
was more than equal to the task every time the storm warnings were
hoisted. Except for that brief m o m e n t of agony when the Bears closed the
This past week saw the Friars play
n a r r o w gap in the sixth.
four games on t h e road a n d win all
Keeps Bear Tamed
of them d u e to some tremendous hit- B A S E B A L L BALLET—P. C. Co-Captain Bob Grenier just failed to beat
out this play at first in Brown game which Friars won, 2-1.
ting. On May 5th the Huskies f r o m U.
The "Bun" was never flustered as he established what we hope will
—Photo
by
Don
Stubbs.
i be a precedent by beating Brown. H e even tried to help his own cause by
Conn, w e r e the hosts and took the
short end of a six-two count. Big Bill balk was called and the m a n subse- Eddy Ryder stepped in and tagged one drilling two solid shots to center field, but, unfortunately, the middle man
Mullins started and went all t h e way, quently scored on a single.
to deep center field, b u t it was caught. | in Brown's outfield trio was perfectly placed in each instance and handled
never getting into serious trouble. The
P o w e r scored after the catch b u t J i m both the well hit drives without much u n d u e effort.
Knocked Off Hill
mighty bats of the F r i a r s came alive Manchester, N e w Hampshire, was White w a s out at third after h e over
On the other hand, Buniva kept the Bear well tamed, and poor Bruno
and foegan tuning u p for the road trip the next stop, this one on the w a y slid the bag. Buniva got in a little
in the game and gave Bill a comfort- home. The H a w k s f r o m St. Anselm's trouble in the sixth, with a single fumed and fretted until the sixth inning when his first base hit was forthable cushion to w o r k on. Nothing rem- College were the opponents. Don Pod- through the box, a walk and another | coming. It was a big victory for the school and for Carl. Until the day
iniscent of the game last y e a r w h e n ! ziewski started for the F r i a r forces single scoring B r o w n ' s lone run. It before yesterday the boy had only a victory over G o r h a m and a tie with
Bob G r e n i e r poked one over the right but just didn't h a v e it that day and took until the last of the ninth for AIC to show for his efforts. And in the AIC game Carl was behind when
field fence at Hendricken Field, just had to have help f r o m Bill Mullins P,C. to get another r u n in. Bill Quinn, lifted, although the miserable weather might well have been a factor in
p r e m a t u r e d e p a r t u r e on that occasion. It was a beautiful job worthy of
as most of the crowd w a s headed for after an inning and a third. "Mull" sidelined w i t h a split t h u m b , pinch his
m o r e space than w e can allow, or worthy, perhaps of the more descriptive
the exits, to pull t h a t one out of the went the rest of the w a y to pick up hit for Jack Reynolds and w o r k e d efforts
of a Red Smith or Bill Corum. We can simply say "Well done."
fire.
his fourth victory in six starts. It was Kincade for a walk. Dave Kelley was T h e usual superlatives would be superfulous. . . .
put
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: a f r e e swinging contest all the way,
Take On Bates
j with P C. doing most of the swinging. ther damage to t h e thumb. B e a v e r
Pete T u r n s Painter
Thursday the players w e r e up at the
P o w e r after having hit two drives to
P H I N A L P H I L - I N S . . . Pete D r u r y deserves more than passing motion,
crack of dawn, well 7 o'clock anyway, Eddy Ryder h a d a perfect day getting right, one at a tree and t h e other over
and on the road for a three g a m e I a homer, triple, and a pair of singles, the score fooard against the fence for while we're on the subject of great pitching performances. Pete painted a
series. They took on Bates that after- to lead his mates to a twelve to four a triple, was given an intentional pass beautiful picture up at Bates last Thursday w h e n he pitched eleven scorenoon in Lewiston, Maine. The Bobcats victory.
putting men on first and second. J i m less innings in relief, while fanning fifteen. . . . Although it was a marj u m p e d off to an early lead against Ryder led the club on the road col- White kept fouling them off until (he velous day last Monday, the ever-present cross wind provided a few hair
F r e d O'Neill and he h a d to h a v e help lecting eleven hits and doing a very got the one h e wanted a n d then raising m o m e n t s for the F r i a r Faithful. Late in the contest Hank McQueeney
f r o m P e t e D r u r y after two and two- creditable job behind t h e plate. H a n k blooped one over the third b a s e m a n ' s had a long run, then a little session of ring-around-the-rosy in left field bethirds innings. Pistol Pete went eleven McQueeney also collected a h o m e r on head, very close to the foul line. T h e fore hauling d o w n a long shot in d e e p left. The wind was playing tricks
and two-thirds innings, scattering six the road. L e f t y Dick H o w e has been left fielder c a m e over, tried for a pick on the transplanted catcher, but he climaxed the little episode with a
hits over the route, to pick up his first | hitting the ball at a t r e m e n d o u s clip up on one hop, missed it and Kelley d a n d y catch. . . .
win of the year. Dave Kelley singled and continued to do so on the road, went on in to score the winning run.
Climax Was Thrilling
home t h e winning r u n in the four- even though he missed the laurels of It was a thrilling finale to a well
a home run.
Beaver P o w e r was robbed of two home r u n s in the same game by the
teenth inning.
pitched
ball
game.
Beaver Slashes H o m e r
suddenly belligerent fates. His first shot, well above the fence, was fielded
Base Running Poor
F r i d a y saw F r i a r Boy and (his base- M o n d a y t h e Friars returned to Henball team in Gorham, Maine, to t a k e dricken Field to play host to the T h e hitting of t h e club has im- r a t h e r expertly by a tree and deposited back on the field of play. Beaver's
on the F u t u r e Profs f r o m G o r h a m Bruins. No not hockey but the base- proved greatly over the past few second smash caught the top of the scoreboard, thus keeping itself in play.
State Teachers College. Carl Buniva ball team f r o m the University across games tout the base r u n n i n g leaves Oh well, it was such a thrilling climax. . . . P o w e r also handled himself very
started a n d w e n t all the w a y to notch the city. Carl Buniva took to t h e rub- something to be desired. As one ob- well at the hot corner, collaborating with the acrobatic H o w e to toss out
his first w i n of the year with an eight b e r for the F r i a r s b e f o r e a shirt sleeve server p u t it, they r u n bases like t h e anyone and everyone who hit one in his direction. . . .
to one victory. The Friars j u m p e d off (or less) crowd. Kincade started for old Brooklyn Dodgers. Special plauto an early lead and were never head- the Bruins and went all t h e w a y losing dits go to J i m White for the play of
Turn on Dodger Daze
ed. T h e only r u n scored against the a heart breaker. He was in trouble the day. H e w e n t deep into the (hole
The F r i a r s are prone to look, every n o w and then, like the Daffiness
Friars got on via t h e four ball route early as Beaver P o w e r slashed a line between second and third to back Boys of Wilbur Robertson's reign in Brooklyn. Once last Monday the home
and was advanced to second w h e n drive, home r u n ball off one of the hand a h a r d hit grounder, and atBuniva balked on an unusual play. trees in right field and was given a tempted to m a k e a play at first. His forces w e r e caught r u n n i n g e v e r y w h e r e but the right place on a line drive
As Buniva was stretching to pitch to g r o u n d rule double. J i m m y White hit overthrow doesn't over s h a d o w the to left. A triple play might well have ensued, but fortunately there was a
the plate t h e m a n at first took off for a grass cutter to third that t h e third play h e m a d e getting t h e ball.
pressing need for no more than two outs at the time. Then, in the ninth, we
second, with Carl looking right at baseman managed to knock down b u t The schedule is all over except five almost had a classic e x a m p l e of the old Dodger Daze. Quinn, pinchitting
him! Carl forgot to t a k e his foot off could m a k e no play on. Dick H o w e games. If t h e F r i a r s can t u r n these for Reynolds, walked and Dave Kelly took the Friar co-captain's place on
t h e r u b b e r and threw to second catch- laid down the perfect sacrifice fount, into five wins they will have done
ing the m a n (by a mile. However a and reached himself, filling t h e bases. very well for the short college season. first. Bruin twirler Kincaide promptly mishandled Buniva's bunt allowing
Kelly to dive headlong into second, and the Bear had one foot in the grave,
although P.C. almost lifted it out for him.
crowded scheduling will get t h e m
White Caught In Rush Hour
Freshmen Lose To Bruin
over with before exams begin.
Kincaide, in all d u e respect for a man who had enjoyed homicidal tenAt this writing only four teams are Yearlings On College Hill
dencies toward his offerings all afternoon, intentionally passed Beaver.
s u r e of a berth in the championship
round. Yesterday's games w e r e to
J i m m y White then dropped a blooper d o w n the left field line, sending Kelly
have completed the slate. At this point
While their older brothers w e r e roaring into third. Up to that time things were quite orderly. However,
This afternoon, weather permitting, the N e w York Limiteds, the Friars, beating B r o w n over at Hendricken Kelly, who apparently enjoyed all intentions of scoring on the hit in the
Hawkers, and t h e Bang-offs are Field, t h e F r i a r yearlings w e r e faring
another edition of the Dorm League, the
the only outfits sure of a play off in not so successful fashion over at first place .suddenly put on the brakes and began playing the part of the
the playoffs will be on a double elim- position.
Aldrich Field. L a r r y D r e w ' s nine harried pedestrain in the middle of Times Square during the rush hour,
ination basis, with a second defeat
dropped a 10-3 decision to the Bear while the whole dugout rushed up to the plate and clamored for his presence
Last year's champion N e w Y o r k Cubs. -Richards started for t h e young
automatically eliminating a team.
Limited Squad has returned almost in- Friars, and was replaced by Walt in their midst. The Bruin left-fielder unwittingly ended the little d r a m a when
Bad weather has been a constant tact, and is favored to win the tour- Avery in the seventh. To date third he over r a n the ball, and Crash waltzed home depriving one and all of the
hazard to the league's progress since ney laurels. The N e w Yorkers, com- baseman
Buzz Moore has led the opportunity to yell, "Slide, Kelly, Slide." Ah yes, it was quite an afternoon
the first game was scheduled almost posed of Juniors, won the regular sea- locals at the
with some timely asOops! We almost forgot Bill Mullins' great twirling job at Storrs against
a month ago. Since m a n y of the games son title, losing only one game. Main- sistance f r o mbat,
Guglietta and Maxwell. UCONN. Bill set d o w n the then—undefeated Huskies 6-2, and launched the
were postponed d u e to inclement stay of the Limited, coached by bas- Dave Piper and
J
o
h
n
Richards
h
a
v
e
weather, the playoffs h a v e been ketballer Phil Lynch, is F r i a r court been the standout of the m o u n d corps, F r i a r s on a winning streak which has reached five games. It was his best
pushed back to this late date, and only Ace, Bobby Moran, rated as one of while Walt A v e r y has turned in some p e r f o r m a n c e to date.
excellent w o r k in relief.
Coach D r e w praised the ball club
for the fine hustle and team play
which has been displayed in all games
played thus far. With a f e w breaks
in the remaining games, the season
THREE BARBERS
could well become a successful one.
1

Dorm Playoffs
Slated For Today

THE PERFECT SHIRT
18 Cents Each

ELMHURST BARBER SHOP
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The Ship and Scales Club will hold
'te final meeting of the year this
evening at 8:15 o'clock in the Student
Lounge, Harkins Hall. Mr. Harry G.
Bruns, Treasurer of Arnold, Hoffman
& Co., will be the featured speaker.
Sfr Bruns will speak on "A N e w Approach To Investment Values."
There will be a meeting of all
Freshmen Dance committeemen this
Fiday at 12 noon in Room 215. Rev.
Vincent F McHenry. O.P., class adrequests all members to be

Hinnebusch, O P. Rev. John C. Rubba.
O.P., will deliver the sermon.
This meeting, for both day and resThe Blacks tone Valley Club will ident students, will last one hour, and
sponsor its annal Communion Break- not all day. as originally reported in
fast this coming Sunday. May 17. last week's Cowl.
Mass will be celebrated at St Raymond's Church, North Main Street
There will be a meeting of all StuThe breakfast will be served fol- dent Congress members Friday afterlowing the 8 a. m. Mass. Mr. Paul noon at 3:30 in Room 300. This meetVan K. Thomson will be the featured ing is for both old and new memspeaker at the greakfast.
bers of the Congress.
Club elections will be held this
Friday in the Harkins Hall rotunda.
It was announced today by one of
the Providence Club officers that the
Third Order meeting tomorrow at annual banquet will be held Thurs8:45 in Aquinas Hall. Mass will be day evening. May 14. at Oates' Tavern.
celebrated by the Rev. John F. The election or officers will take

place. Plans for next year's social
calendar, which have been drawn up.
will be submitted to the club members
far approval.
THIRD ORDER
The Tertiaries have completed plans
for their joint meeting, which is to
take place on Ascension Thursday.
The meeting, to be held in the Chapel
of Aquinas Hall, will open at 8:45
a.m. promptly and will include Mass.
Recitation of the Little Office of the
Blessed Virgin. Sermon, and reception of members. All Tertiaries are
urged to attend this closing exercise
of the school year. The meeting will
last approximately one hour.

TRIPLE THREAT MAN!

AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

The Brains of the Team
AIRCRAFT OBSERVER

Teamwork can work miracles. In a football game the man
who sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He's the man
who calls the signals. There's a man who calls the signals
for an Air Force flying team, too!
They call him an Aircraft Observer.
Do Y O U h a v e what it takes to becoma a n Aircraft Observer?

It isn't easy. It's tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify
as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother,
you're SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission involving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment
depends on you.
THE A I R C R A F T OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO:

As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing
run, the man who controls the plane in the target area!
As Navigation Officer, is the pilot's guiding hand on every
flight!
As Radar Officer, is master of a new science and operator
of the device that sees beyond human sight!
As Aircraft Performance Engineer Officer, is the one who
"keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane in-

side and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that it
stays there!
If YOU can accept a challenge like this, you'll take your
place beside the best—you'll find your future in the cloudsl
TO BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19
and 26Vi years old, have had at least 2 years of college and
be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then
YOU, too, can qualify. Today!
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET! The world's best training. Good
food and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment.
Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in
Uncle Sam's greatest aircraft.
AND THEN, AFTER G R A D U A T I O N , you'll win your silver
wings, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Force
Lieutenant. You'll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career
with a hand-picked crew of real men. You'll be THE BRAINS
O F THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN . . . as a B o m b a r d -

ment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer, as
an Aircraft Performance Engineer.

THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THE SOONER YOU FLY!

*

OIT THI DITAILSI Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer. Or write to Director
of Training, Headquarters, USAF, Washington 25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are
in a school that has an Air Force ROTC program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics.
New Aircraft Observer Cadet Training Classes Begin Every Two Weeks

*
AIRCRAFT
OBSERVER PROGRAM

CANCELLATION
Officers of the Cadet Regimental Outing have announced that
the party scheduled for Tuesday,
May 19, will not be held as originally intended, and that It has
been cancelled entirely. Reason
for the cancellation is attributed
to a difficulty in the examination
schedule. Students having already purchased their tickets
may redeem them at the Military
Science Office.

Biology . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
more remarkable is that approximately 80% of these original biology
majors have entered professional or
graduate schools.
The figures used in the analysis of
the total biology m a j o r group represent a minimum, even though the
I dossiers of all students have been
examined More time will be required
before w e can give the absolute results. but they can do no more than
enhance the figures already assembled.
The following is a statistical summary of the biology concentration
i from June 1923 to June 1952:
Number of students who
have enrolled at Providence College
9480
Number of students who
have graduated f r o m Providence College
4118
Number of students who
have entered Providence
College as biology majors H 2557
(33.12%)
Voluntarily withdrew .
822
Dismissed for academic
deficiencies
324
Changed to another
concentration
Graduates who entered as
biology majors (including
those who changed to
another concentration)
1078
(38.25%)
Accepted by graduate or
professional schools (total)
As graduate biology
majors
From other concentrations ('but originally
biology majors)
As non-graduates (from
the biology concentration)
Completed advanced work
(this total includes those
currently in graduate or
professional schools): .
Academic . . .
Medical
Dental
Optometry
Chiropody
Osteopathy
7
Pharmacy
1
Laboratory technicians
7
Ecclesiastical
4
Veterinary medicine .
2
Miscellaneous
10
Number of Graduate
32
Schools entered
N u m b e r of Medical
Schools entered
Number of Dental
13
Schools entered
Miscellaneous Professional
16
Schools entered

ROTC Review . . .

(Continued from Page 1)
the Honorable Charles Reynolds, mayor of Pawtucket; and other dignitaries.
T h e entire cadet regiment will
march out to the Providence Municipal Stadium, Mount Pleasant Avenue
and Rialto Street, at 1:30 p.m., and
they will arrive in time for the formal
review scheduled to begin at 2:15 p.m.
The military inspection party will
get under way at 9:30 a.m., when they
arrive to inspect all records and administrative procedures. Supply records, receipts, and issues will be examined along with the adequacy of
training aids, rifle range, drill area,
and administrative space requirements.
Col. Roy P. Moss. PMS&T at the
college, disclosed that eleven hundred
invitations had been sent out to the
parents of students at the college. All
students and their friends have also
been extended an invitation to attend.

